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∑ M ∂ Simplification in Biochemical Models 



∑ M ∂ 

Simplifications in biochemical models. The scheme shows a branched pathway of 

metabolites (circles) and reactions (arrows). 

(a) Omitting substances or reactions. 

(b) Predefining the values of concentrations or fluxes or relations between them. 

(c) Simplifying the mathematical expressions (e.g., omitting terms in a kinetic law, 

using simplified kinetic laws , neglecting insensitive parameters ). 

(d) Lumping the substances, for instance, similar metabolites, protonation states of 

a metabolite, or metabolite concentrations in different compartments. Likewise, 

subsequent reactions in a pathway or elementary steps in a reaction can be 

replaced by a single reaction of the same velocity; for parallel reactions, like the 

action of isoenzymes, the velocities are summed up; for the two directions of a 

reaction, the velocities are subtracted. 

(e) Replacing the model parts by a dynamic black-box model that mimics the 

input–output behavior. 

(f) Describing the dynamic behavior by global modes (e.g., elementary flux modes 

or eigenmodes of the Jacobian). 

Simplification in Biochemical Models 



∑ M ∂ 模型的两个方面 

正面：考虑进模型的那些因素；反面：模型忽略掉的那些因素。 



∑ M ∂ 
生物系统的时空尺度 

http://bionumbers.hms.harvard.edu/ 



∑ M ∂ Time-Scale Separation 

The dynamics of a system can be illustrated by its trajectories in state space. If the system 

state is attracted by a submanifold (in the two-dimensional case, a curve), trajectories starting 

from any point (red) will rapidly approach this manifold (blue). Later, the system will move 

slowly on the manifold, satisfying an algebraic equation. 

A small reaction system with different time scales. Fast conversion between metabolites A and 

B will keep their concentration ratio sb/sa close to the equilibrium constant Keq, while slow 

production and degradation of A only changes the sum sa+sb. Schematic trajectories for the 

system shown in (b). 

For any initial conditions, the concentrations sA and sB will rapidly approach the line sB/sA = Keq 

and then move slowly toward the steady state. 



∑ M ∂ Time-Scale Separation 



∑ M ∂ Time-Scale Separation 
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(a) Results from the original model, showing levels of GLC, G6P, F6P, and FBP 

(abbreviations see text, time and concentrations measured in arbitrary units). 

 

(b) Results from the model with fast glucose turnover k1 = 5 (solid lines) and the 

quasi-steady-state approximation (broken lines). 

 

(c) Results from the model with fast reversible conversion G6P ↔ F6P (solid lines), 

parameters k+2 = 10, k−2 = 5 and the quasi-equilibrium approximation (broken lines). 

Simulation results for the model of upper glycolysis 



∑ M ∂ Coupled Systems and Emergent Behavior 



∑ M ∂ Coupled Systems and Emergent Behavior 

Bistability can emerge from mutual inhibition. 

(a) A gene level y is modeled in isolation with another gene level x acting as a regulatory input. 

The steady-state level yst (blue) depends on the given value of x. 

(b) Two mutually interacting genes show bistability as an emergent property, with two stable fixed 

points (black dots) and one unstable fixed point (white dot) at the intersection of the two nullclines. 



∑ M ∂ Merge Models 



∑ M ∂ What is a good model? 


